
ADRIAN SMITH 

 

Ever wondered who is the architect of Burj Al Khalifa?? 

Architect Adrian Smith designed it while working at Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. 

Presently, he works at his own firm, Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture (AS+GG) which was co-

founded in 2006 with Gordon Gill and Robert Forest. 

His design principle is based on the relation between the surrounding and the building. He focuses on 

providing high-performance, energy efficient and sustainable architecture.  

 

While designing Burj Al Khalifa, the main problem he faced was the wind velocity and how to reduce its 

effect on a tall structure. The stepped design reduced the cost of construction, but increased the 

complexity in design as he had to design each part separately. 

An interesting factor is that Mr. Smith started working in O&M while pursuing architecture in Texas 

A&M University. He later completed his degree from University of Illinois in 1969. 
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RAJ REWAL 

 

Raj Rewal has a distinct style of his own. The designs exploit the contours of a site effectively by 

landscaping and by designing courtyard and havelis to provide a comfortable interior. His design doesn’t 

follow a pattern in elevation. Instead, the function of the building defines the elevation. 

While designing the Islamic Centre at Lisbon, Raj Rewal designed the structure himself so that the 

combination of support by steel tension members and frames gave a pleasing elevation to the building. 

Also, his designs allow play of light and shade. He tries to include small elements into his design to 

achieve this.  

In case of Energy Technology Centre, he designed it to allow maximum conversion of sunlight into 

electricity. He integrated it such that it didn’t hinder the beauty of the building. 

Just like music, he says that architecture also has a thaala and rasa, which if understood would help in 

designing spaces more efficiently. 

In the parliament library building, he has given a main dome to let in maximum light into the atrium and 

he has provided a combination of smaller domes that allow light to enter at an optimized level. 

His designs inspire us to integrate building into the existing atmosphere and purpose than making it 

dependent on artificial methods for comfort. 
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